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"and is released by burning the string: The mass of
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times the mass and is initially
northbound object, which of the indicated paths repre-
sents the most likely final motion of the pair? Justify your
answer using the concept of linear momentum.

~ tennis ball (m = 0.2 kg) is thrown at a brick wall. It is trav-
...:.;/ eiing horizontally at 16 m/s just before hitting the wall and

rebounds from the wall at 8 m/s, still traveling horizontally.
The ball is in contact with the wall for 0.04 s. What is the
magnitude of the avera~!o~-of the wall on the ball?

1200-kg car traveling north at 14 m/s is rear-ended by
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mentum before and after the collision?

~ boxcar traveling at 10 m/s approaches a string of three
identical boxcars sitting stationary on the track. The mov-
ing boxcar collides and links withLhe stationary cars, and
the four move off together along the track. What is the final
speed of the four cars immediately after the collision? (You
may take the mass of each boxcar to be 18,537 kg.)
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3you.have ~en asked to analyze a collision at a traffic inter-
secUon. WIll you be better off to begin your analysis using
conservation of momentum or conservation of kinetic en-

ergy? Why?

r-9:\Assume that a minivan has a mass of 2000 kilograms and a
~ sports car has a mass of 1000 kilograms. If both vehicles are

traveling at the same speed, which vehicle has the higher
kinetic energy? Why?

Gn reviewing her lab book, a physics student finds the fol-

lowing description of a collision: "A 4-kg air-hockey puck
with an initial speed of6 m/s to the right collided head-on
with a 1-kg puck moving to the left at the same speed. After
the collision, both pucks traveled to the right, the 4-kg puck
at 2 m/s and the 1-kg puck at 10 m/s." Is momentum con-
~rved in this description? Is kinetic energy conserved in
this description? Could this collision actually have taken

place as described?

~

both gliders after the release?


